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String Matching (Reminder)

When we edit a text document we continuously modify a string.
In addition to typing, the next most common operation while editing
is probably search, i.e. looking for a (relatively short) pattern within a
(typically much longer) text. This problem is known as string
matching.

In the rest of the lecture, we explore different algorithmic approaches
to string matching.
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Exact String Matching: Definition (Reminder)

Input: Two strings over a fixed alphabet, Σ.
A text of length n, T = T [0..n− 1], and
a shorter pattern of length m, P = P [0..m− 1].

Goal: Find all indices, or shifts, s, in the text (0 ≤ s ≤ n−m)
such that T [s..s + m− 1] = P [0..m− 1].

That is, all shifts where the pattern matches the text exactly.

This is a fundamental problem in stringology. We will examine three
approaches to solving it, bearing the associated complexity in mind.

1. The näıve, exhaustive, approach.

2. An approach based on hashing.

3. A randomized (coin flipping) algorithm, due to Karp and Rabin.
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The Näıve Algorithm (Reminder)

Goal: Find all indices, or shifts, s, in the text (0 ≤ s ≤ n−m)
such that T [s..s + m− 1] = P [0..m− 1].

Method: For every shift, s, 0 ≤ s ≤ n−m, compare the two strings
T [s..s + m− 1] and P [0..m− 1], character by character. If they are
equal, report s (and continue).

Time complexity: For each shift, s, we compare two blocks of m
characters. This takes m operations. The number of shifts is
n−m + 1.
So the overall cost is m · (n−m + 1) = O(m · n).
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An Algorithm Based on Hashing (Reminder)

Goal: Find all indices, or shifts, s, in the text (0 ≤ s ≤ n−m)
such that T [s..s + m− 1] = P [0..m− 1].

Initial Step: Compute hash(P[0..m-1]). Denote the outcome by t.

Method: For every shift, s, 0 ≤ s ≤ n−m, compute
hash(T[s..s+m-1]). If this equals t, report s (and continue).

Time complexity: For each shift, s, we compute and compare the
hash of an m long substring. This takes O(m) operations. The
number of shifts is n−m + 1. So the overall cost is
m · (n−m + 1) = O(m · n). This is no better than the näıve
algorithm!
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Karp–Rabin’s Algorithm: A Bird’s Eye View

Goal: Find all indices, or shifts, s, in the text (0 ≤ s ≤ n−m)
such that T [s..s + m− 1] = P [0..m− 1].

Initial Step: Compute finger print(P[0..m-1]). Denote the
outcome by t.

Method: For every shift, s, 0 ≤ s ≤ n−m, compute
finger print(T[s..s+m-1]). If this equals t, report s (and
continue).

Key Idea: Given the finger print of one window,
finger print(T[s..s+m-1]), it is possible to compute the finger
print of the next one, finger print(T[s+1..s+m]) in a constant
number of operations.
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Karp–Rabin’s Algorithm: A Bird’s Eye View, cont.
Key Idea: Given the finger print of one window,
finger print(T[s..s+m-1]), it is possible to compute the finger
print of the next one, finger print(T[s+1..s+m]) in a constant
number of operations.

Time complexity: O(m) operations to compute the two finger prints
finger print(P[0..m-1]) and finger print(T[0..m-1]).
O(m) operations for both, Additional n−m− 1 finger prints to
compute, each taking O(1) operations. Total cost is
O(n) + O(m)= O(n + m).

Caveat: The algorithm is randomized. Computations are done
modulo a random prime of moderate size (say 30 to 32 bits long).
There is a small but non negligible probability of false positive errors
(announcing a match where there isn’t one).

False negative errors never occur: If there is a match, it will always
be announced.
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Karp–Rabin, Step 1: From Strings to Integers

Let P [0..m− 1] be an m character long string (the pattern).
Let pi be the unicode representation of the character P [i].
Recall that 16 bits suffice to represent all reasonable characters.

So for all i (0 ≤ i ≤ m− 1), 0 ≤ pi < B, where B = 216.

We transform P [0..m− 1] into a base B number, denoted by NP :
NP = p0B

m−1 + p1B
m−2 + . . . + pm−3B

2 + pm−2B + pm−1.

This sum can be computed efficiently, using Hörner’s rule,

NP = ((((. . . (((p0 ·B)+p1) ·B)+ . . .+pm−3) ·B)+pm−2) ·B)+pm−1
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Arithmetization

NP = ((((. . . (((p0 ·B)+p1)·B)+. . .+pm−3)·B)+pm−2)·B)+pm−1 .

This requires m additions and m multiplications.
The outcome is of size ≈ Bm.

The mapping from the pattern, P [0..m− 1], into NP , is one to one.
So NP uniquely determines the pattern.

We can think of the transformation from the pattern P (a string) to
NP (a number) as an arithmetization of the string.
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From Strings to Integers: Karp–Rabin, Step 2

Let T [0..n− 1] be an n character long string (the text).

Let ti be the unicode representation of the character T [i].

Like before, for every shift, s, 0 ≤ s ≤ n−m, we transform the m
character long “shift” T [s..s + m− 1] into base B number, denoted
by Ts:

Ts = tsB
m−1 + ts+1B

m−2 + . . . + ts+m−3B
2 + ts+m−2B + ts+m−1.

Once we got NP and all of T0, T1, . . . , Tn−m, the string matching
problem reduces to the question of finding all indices i for which
NP = Ti.
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From Strings to Integers: Python Code

The following function computes the arithmetization of a single
text:

def arithmetize(string , basis):

""" convert substring to number using basis powers

employs Horner rule """

s = 0

for ch in string:

s = (s*basis + ord(ch)) # Horner

return s

>>> arithmetize("b", 2**16)

98

>>> arithmetize("be", 2**16)

6422629

>>> arithmetize("ben", 2**16)

420913414254

>>> ((ord("b")*2**16)+ ord("e"))*2**16+ ord("n") # sanity check

420913414254
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From Strings to Integers 2: Python Code

The following function computes the arithmetization of all length m

contiguous substrings in the text. It does so inefficiently, starting
each time from scratch:

def substrings_arithmetize1(string , m, basis ):

""" computes arithmization of all m long substrings

of text , using basis powers

each number is computed from scratch """

n_list = [] #list of numbers corresponding to m-size substrings

for s in range(0,len(string)-m+1): # O(n-m)

n_list.append(arithmetize(string[s:s+m], basis)) # O(m)

return n_list
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From Strings to Integers 2: Running the Code

>>> arithmetize_text1("speak softly , and carry a big stick",1, basis =2**16)

[115, 112, 101, 97, 107, 32, 115, 111, 102, 116, 108, 121, 44, 32,

97, 110, 100, 32, 99, 97, 114, 114, 121, 32, 97, 32, 98, 105, 103,

32, 115, 116, 105, 99, 107]

>>> arithmetize_text1("speak softly , and carry a big stick",2, basis =2**16)

[7536752 , 7340133 , 6619233 , 6357099 , 7012384 , 2097267 , 7536751 ,

7274598 , 6684788 , 7602284 , 7078009 , 7929900 , 2883616 , 2097249 ,

6357102 , 7209060 , 6553632 , 2097251 , 6488161 , 6357106 , 7471218 ,

7471225 , 7929888 , 2097249 , 6357024 , 2097250 , 6422633 , 6881383 ,

6750240 , 2097267 , 7536756 , 7602281 , 6881379 , 6488171]

We now slightly change the basis

>>> arithmetize_text1("speak softly , and carry a big stick",2,

basis =2**16 -1)

[7536637 , 7340021 , 6619132 , 6357002 , 7012277 , 2097235 , 7536636 ,

7274487 , 6684686 , 7602168 , 7077901 , 7929779 , 2883572 , 2097217 ,

6357005 , 7208950 , 6553532 , 2097219 , 6488062 , 6357009 , 7471104 ,

7471111 , 7929767 , 2097217 , 6356927 , 2097218 , 6422535 , 6881278 ,

6750137 , 2097235 , 7536641 , 7602165 , 6881274 , 6488072]
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From Strings to Integers 2: Efficiency Considerations

Once we got NP and all of T0, T1, . . . , Tn−m, the string matching
problem reduces to the question of finding all indices i for which
NP = Ti.

But how many operations are needed to compute T0, T1, . . . , Tn−m?

Every Ti takes O(m) multiplications/additions to compute. So all by
all this takes O(m · (n−m + 1)) operations.

No better than the näıve algorithm!
(in fact even worse, as the näıve algorithm requires just single
characters’ comparisons, while here we got fairly involved arithmetic.)
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From Strings to Integers Efficiently

How many operations are really needed to compute
T0, T1, . . . , Tn−m?

Key observation: Computing each Ti from scratch is rather wasteful.

Suppose we have already computed
Ts = tsB

m−1 + ts+1B
m−2 + . . . + ts+m−3B

2 + ts+m−2B + ts+m−1 .

Ts+1 = ts+1B
m−1 + ts+2B

m−2 + . . . + ts+m−2B
2 + ts+m−1B + ts+m

= (Ts − tsB
m−1)B + ts+m.

Once Ts is given, we can thus compute Ts+1 by using just one
subtraction, one addition, and two multiplications – O(1) operations
overall. (We will precompute Bm−1 once, and reuse it.)
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From Strings to Integers Efficiently – Python Code

def substrings_arithmetization2(string , m, basis):

""" efficiently computes arithmization of all m long

substrings of text , using powers of basis """

n_list = [] #list of numbers corresponding to m-size substrings

b_power = pow(basis , m-1)

# compute first number

n_list.append(arithmetize(string [0:m], basis ))

for s in range(1,len(string)-m+1): # O(n-m-1)

next_arithmetization = \

(( n_list[s-1] - ord(string[s-1])* b_power) * basis \

+ ord(string[s+m-1]))

n_list.append(next_arithmetization)

return n_list
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From Strings to Integers Efficiently – Running the Code

>>> arithmetize_text2("speak softly , and carry a big stick",1, basis =2**16)

[115, 112, 101, 97, 107, 32, 115, 111, 102, 116, 108, 121, 44, 32,

97, 110, 100, 32, 99, 97, 114, 114, 121, 32, 97, 32, 98, 105, 103,

32, 115, 116, 105, 99, 107]

>>> arithmetize_text2("speak softly , and carry a big stick",2, basis =2**16)

[7536752 , 7340133 , 6619233 , 6357099 , 7012384 , 2097267 , 7536751 ,

7274598 , 6684788 , 7602284 , 7078009 , 7929900 , 2883616 , 2097249 ,

6357102 , 7209060 , 6553632 , 2097251 , 6488161 , 6357106 , 7471218 ,

7471225 , 7929888 , 2097249 , 6357024 , 2097250 , 6422633 , 6881383 ,

6750240 , 2097267 , 7536756 , 7602281 , 6881379 , 6488171]

Same same, but more efficient.
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From Strings to Integers Efficiently – Python Code 2
This code first arithmetizes: Converts the pattern to a natural
number, and converts every substring of the text whose length equals
the pattern’s length to a natural number. It then determines the
shifts where the numbers are the same, which are the shifts where
the substrings equal the pattern.

def find_matches(text , pattern ):

""" find all occurances of pattern in text

using efficient arithmetization of text """

if len(pattern) > len(text):

return [] #no matches

basis = 2**16 # assume 16 bits are enough for all chars

p = arithmetize(pattern , basis)

n_list = substrings_arithmetize2(text , len(pattern), basis)

matches = [shift for shift in range(len(n_list )) if \

n_list[shift] == p]

return matches

>>> find_matches("bar","bennyXbirburbirbarYraniZbarbarossa")

[15, 24, 27]

Same same, but more efficient.
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Are We Really Being Efficient Now?

Computing NP , T0 and Bm initially takes O(m) operations.
All other Ts will take O(n−m+ 1) operations (together) to compute.
And finally, we have n−m + 1 comparisons: NP vs. all Ts.
Overall O(n + m) operations, which is optimal.

Caveat: NP and the various Ts are not constant size numbers. They
probably won’t fit in a constant number of computer words either. So
operations over them are, in practice, costly (though we usually do
not count this as part of our complexity analysis..) To remedy this,

we utilize two important notions in an improved algorithm:

1. Probabilistic (coin flipping) algorithms (saw this notion earlier).

2. Finger printing (new, yet closely related to hashing).
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A Probabilistic (Coin Flipping) Algorithm

Method:

1. Compute the number p = fingerprint(NP ).

2. For every shift, s, 0 ≤ s ≤ n−m, compute the number
fs = fingerprint(Ts).

3. For every shift, s, 0 ≤ s ≤ n−m, compare the number fs with
p.

4. If p = fs, declare the shift, s, as a possible match (and
continue).

What the #*&% is going on here? What are these fingerprints?
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Fingerprints

What the #*&% is going on here? What are these fingerprints?

In the “real world”, fingerprints are used for identifying (human)
individuals. Kind of a “compact representation” of people.
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Fingerprints

What the #*&% is going on here? What are these fingerprints?

Inspired by the real world, a fingerprint Fr in our string matching
context is a mapping from strings to fixed size numbers in the range
[0..k] (say 32 bits, namely 231 ≤ k < 232).

If S1 6= S2 are two different strings, we require that

Pr(Fr(S1) = Fr(S2)) < 2−30.

I.e., the probability that the fingerprint maps two different strings to
the same number is small (smaller than twice the inverse of the
target space size).
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Wait a Minute

Fr(·) maps patterns, namely strings over Σm, to numbers in [0..k].
But the domain (space of possible patterns) is typically much larger
than the target (numbers in [0..k]). So Fr(·) surely is not one to one.

There must surely be S1 6= S2 such that

Fr(S1)=Fr(S2) .

So how can we require

Pr(Fr(S1) = Fr(S2)) < 2/k ?

You were probably told you should always read the small print.

In our case, the small print is the subscript r above.
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What is the subscript r in the mapping Fr?

Indeed, any single function F (·) would have collisions, namely
S1 6= S2 such that F (S1)=F (S2) .
For this reason, we do not use a single function F (·).

Instead, we have a collection of many functions, Fr(·), indexed by the
parameter, r.
When we require

Pr(Fr(S1) = Fr(S2)) < 2−30

The probability is over the choice of r.

If S1 6= S2, then for most choices of r, Fr(S1) 6= Fr(S2), while for a
few choices, we could have equality.
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Karp-Rabin Fingerprinting

Pick a random prime, r, in the range 231 < r < 232 (a 32-bit random
prime).
The corresponding fingerprint function is Fr(m) = m mod r.

Details:

1. Compute the number p = fingerprint(NP ).

2. For every shift, s, 0 ≤ s ≤ n−m, compute the number
fs = fingerprint(Ts).

3. For every shift, s, 0 ≤ s ≤ n−m, compare the number fs with
p.

4. If p = fs, declare the shift, s, as a possible match (and
continue).
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Karp-Rabin Fingerprints: Details

I Had we computed NP , B
m and T0, . . . , Tn−m first, and then do

the modular reduction, mod r, we would have to deal with
large numbers (unbounded sizes).

I Instead, we employ the mod r computations initially: In
computing NP , B

m, T0, and when going from Ts to Ts+1. The
intermediate numbers involved are never larger than r2 < 264.

I One can show that if Ts 6= NP , then indeed
Probr(Ts mod r = NP mod r) < 2−30.
Proof (omitted) uses density of primes, the so called Chinese
remainder theorem, and some simple arithmetic.
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Karp-Rabin Fingerprints: False vs. True Matches

I If p = fs, the algorithm declares the shift, s, as a possible match.

I Is this a true match, namely P [0..m− 1] = T [s..s + m− 1],

I Or a false match, namely P [0..m− 1] 6= T [s..s + m− 1]?

We face a choice here. We could try and verify all matches, at the
cost of additional operations.
Or we could “trust” the announced matches without exploring
further, risking errors.

For “random strings” (whatever this means has to be clarified, and
will typically not apply to the text you are reading or writing),
matches will be rare and thus verifying them, even exhaustively, will
not cause an unacceptable overhead.
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Karp-Rabin Fingerprints: A Dilemma

For “random strings” (whatever this means has to be clarified, and
will typically not apply to the text you are reading or writing),
matches will be rare and thus verifying them, even exhaustively, will
not cause an unacceptable overhead.

But suppose the pattern and the text consist of just As. Then every
shift will yield a true match. But verifying all matches will cost
O(m(n−m + 1)) operations, an expression we have learnt to hate.

So in our case, randomization brought with it not only an improved
efficiency, but also a dilemma, of cost vs. accuracy.
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Karp-Rabin Fingerprints: Python Code

We will use here the parameters B = 216 (the basis for the
arithmetization) and r = 232 − 3 = 4294967293 (the prime number
used for remainder computations). Recall that r should be picked at
random every time we employ Karp–Rabin.

def fingerprint(string , basis , r):

""" used to computes karp -rabin fingerprint of the pattern

and of the first substring in the text

employs Horner method (modulo r) """

s = 0

for ch in string:

s = (s*basis + ord(ch)) \% r # Horner

return s

Incidentally, if you want to use a 64 bit r, you may try
r = 264 − 59 = 18446744073709551557.
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Karp-Rabin Fingerprints: Python Code (cont.)

def substring_fingerprints(string , m, basis , r):

""" return a list of all fingerprints of size m windows \\

in string """

fp_list = []

b_power = pow(basis , m-1, r)

# compute first fingerprint

fp_list.append(fingerprint(string [0:m], basis , r))

# compute f_list[s], based on f_list[s-1]

for s in range(1,len(string)-m+1): # O(n-m-1)

next_fingerprint = \

(( fp_list[s-1] - ord(string[s-1])* b_power) * basis \

+ ord(string[s+m-1])) \% r

fp_list.append(next_fingerprint)

return fp_list
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Karp-Rabin Fingerprints: Python Code (cont. 2)

def find_matches_KR(text , pattern , r=None):

""" find all shifts of occurances of pattern in text """

if len(pattern) > len(text):

return [] #no matches

basis = 2**16 # assume 16 bits are enough for all chars

if r == None:

r = find_prime (32) # 32 bit long random prime

# good old find_prime from an earlier lecture

p = fingerprint(pattern , basis , r)

fp_list = substring_fingerprints(text , len(pattern), basis , r)

matches = [shift for shift in range(len(fp_list )) \

if fp_list[shift] == p]

return matches
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Running the Code – Three Samples

>>> pattern = "aaaaaa"

>>> text = "aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa"

>>> find_matches_KR(pattern ,text)

[0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11,

12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19]

>>> text = "aaaaaaaaaaaaabbbaaaaaaaaa"

>>> find_matches_KR(pattern ,text)

[0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 16, 17, 18, 19]

>>> find_matches_KR(text , pattern)

[]
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Running the Code – a more decent example

>>> text=""" Twas brillig , and the slithy toves Did gyre and gimble

in the wabe: All mimsy were the borogoves , And the mome

raths outgrabe. Beware the Jabberwock , my son! The jaws that bite ,

the claws that catch! Beware the Jubjub bird , and shun The frumious

Bandersnatch! He took his vorpal sword in hand: Long time the

manxome foe he sought So rested he by the Tumtum tree , And

stood awhile in thought. And , as in uffish thought he stood , The

Jabberwock , with eyes of flame , Came whiffling through the tulgey

wood , And burbled as it came! One , two! One , two! And through and

through The vorpal blade went snicker -snack! He left it dead , and

with its head He went galumphing back. And , has thou slain the

Jabberwock? Come to my arms , my beamish boy! O frabjous day!

Callooh! Callay! He chortled in his joy. Twas brillig , and the

slithy toves Did gyre and gimble in the wabe; All mimsy were the

borogoves , And the mome raths outgrabe."""

# quotation marks removed from original

>>> len(text)

923

>>> pattern="gyre and gimble"

>>> find_matches_KR(pattern ,text)

[39, 836]
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Running the Code – Changing the Moduli Wrecklessly
>>> text = "Twas brillig , and the slithy toves Did gyre and gimble

in the wabe: All mimsy were the borogoves , And the mome raths

outgrabe. Beware the Jabberwock , my son! The jaws that bite ,

the claws that catch! Beware the Jubjub bird , and shun The frumious

Bandersnatch! He took his vorpal sword in hand: Long time the

manxome foe he sought So rested he by the Tumtum tree , And

stood awhile in thought. And , as in uffish thought he stood , The

Jabberwock , with eyes of flame , Came whiffling through the tulgey

wood , And burbled as it came! One , two! One , two! And through and

through The vorpal blade went snicker -snack! He left it dead , and

with its head He went galumphing back. And , has thou slain the

Jabberwock? Come to my arms , my beamish boy! O frabjous day!

Callooh! Callay! He chortled in his joy. Twas brillig , and the

slithy toves Did gyre and gimble in the wabe; All mimsy were the

borogoves , And the mome raths outgrabe."

# quotation marks removed from original

>>> pattern="gyre and gimble"

>>> find_matches_KR(pattern ,text)

[39, 836]

>>> find_matches_KR(pattern ,text ,r=97) # small prime moduli

[6, 39, 435, 567, 644, 654, 666, 785, 803, 836]

>>> find_matches_KR(pattern ,text ,r=2**32)

# large composite moduli w/ small factors

[39, 366, 501, 601, 768, 836]
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String Matching in Python - the re Module (for reference
only)

Python has a built-in string class and methods. Combined with the
regular expression (re) package, these methods can be used to solve
all our string matching needs neatly and efficiently.
(Iterator ahoy!)
>>> import re

>>> occurances=re.finditer("ab", "abcabcaabbc") # pattern is ab

# creates an iterator with all occurances of pattern in text

>>> type(occurances)

<class ’callable_iterator ’>

>>> [m.start () for m in occurances] # starting points of matches

[0, 3, 7]

>>> [m.start () for m in occurances] # starting points of matches

[] # iterator cannot be reused - must be re-created

>>> occurances=re.finditer("ab", "abcabcaabbc")

>>> [m.span() for m in occurances] # spanning intervals of matches

[(0, 2), (3, 5), (7, 9)]

Of course, these built-in regular expression methods for string
matching are not good enough for us, as we want to know what is
going on “under the hood”. 35 / 35


